Abstract-This paper considers the problem of performing mid-ranging control of two closed-loop controlled systems that have internal saturations. The problem originates from previous work in machining with industrial robots, where an external compensation mechanism is used to compensate for position errors. Because of the limited workspace and the considerably higher bandwidth of the compensator, a midranging control approach is proposed. An adaptive, modelbased solution is presented, which is verified through simulations and experiments, where a close correspondence of the obtained results is achieved. Comparing the IAE of experiments using the proposed controller to previously established methods, a performance increase of up to 56 % is obtained.
design of an adaptive mid-ranging controller straightforward. Motivated by this, an adaptive internal model control scheme for mid-ranging control is presented in this paper, with adaptive dynamic reference governors for handling of internal saturations, making the control approach possible.
The utilization of a robot in combination with an additional manipulator in a closed kinematic chain was investigated in [5] , where the concepts of macro and micro manipulator were introduced to describe the robot and the additional compensation mechanism, respectively. The terms macro and micro manipulator are adopted in this paper.
A set of different mid-ranging control strategies were evaluated in [4] , based on, e.g., Valve Position Control (VPC) and Model Predictive Control (MPC). Design and tuning guidelines of VPC and Modified VPC (MVPC) controllers were presented in [6] . Anti-windup schemes for VPC controllers were introduced in [7] .
Internal Model Control (IMC) was reviewed and compared with similar control strategies in [8] , where also several IMC stability theorems were proven and practical tuning guidelines were provided. The problem of having a control signal saturation for an IMC controller was considered in [9] . Design and stability analysis of Adaptive Internal Model Control (AIMC) was presented in [10] , and the discrete-time counterpart was described in [11] . Nonlinear approaches to AIMC were investigated in [12] , as well as in [13] , where neural networks were utilized.
The application of mid-ranging control using IMC was investigated in [14] , where design rules were presented and verified through simulation studies.
Discrete-time Dynamic Reference Governors (DRG) for constrained nonlinear systems were considered in [15] , and reference governors for systems with input and state saturations were presented in [16] .
The method presented in this paper is based on [14] , which is here extended by introducing adaptivity to the IMC mid-ranging structure, inspired by [10] and [11] . Further, the control scheme is modified to account for internal saturations, by introducing a dynamic reference governor based on the concepts of [16] , but derived using a different approach. Further, in order to maintain good performance under parameter variation, the DRG is also made adaptive.
II. METHOD
Consider two stable, discrete-time closed-loop systems on the standard feedback form, see (z) . The controllers in the closed-loop systems are assumed known, and the output signals of the closed-loop systems, denoted y f and y s , are measured. The midpoint of the micro manipulator workspace is zero. The objective to perform mid-ranging control of the two closed-loop systems can be met by standard methods such as VPC control, as described in [4] and [6] . The block diagram for the VPC scheme is constructed as displayed in Fig. 2 , where y r is the relative position of the manipulators, r r the desired relative position, and r s the desired setpoint of the mid-ranged input. It is to be noted that in this paper, since the midpoint of the micro manipulator is zero, the input r s is also zero and will hence be disregarded. The structure of the controllers C ′ f (z) and C ′ s (z) can be chosen arbitrarily, but are commonly selected as PI controllers. Experimental tuning of the controllers is tedious work and even with accurate models of the processes, arbitrary pole placement is not always possible. Internal Model Control is an appealing solution which has been proven to yield satisfactory results in mid-ranging scenarios [14] . However, as mentioned earlier, the process parameters may change over time and it is therefore desirable to adapt the IMC controller in order to correct for the process changes. The block diagram for the mid-ranging IMC is displayed in Fig. 3 , where C f and C s are the controllers,Ĥ f cl andĤ s cl the internal models of H f cl and H s cl , respectively. It is to be noted that the notation C f and C s represent Q 1 and Q 2 , respectively, in the Youla parametrization of the IMC according to [14] . The complementary sensitivity function T f (z) is introduced as the desired response of the system from r r to y r , and T s (z) is the desired response of the system from r r to y r with no input to H f cl . In order to achieve the desired mid-ranging effect, the following conditions for the controllers must be fulfilled:
The controllers are thus calculated as
where the parameters of H f cl (z) and H s cl (z) should be updated in order to adapt the controllers. To this purpose, a Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm [17] with forgetting factor λ < 1 is introduced, because of its fast convergence for input signals of proper excitation, which is assumed to be present. For systems with low excitation, a Kalman filter might exhibit better performance. The proposed method can easily be modified to the utilization of a different estimator. The estimator is used to continuously estimate the process parameters of H cl contains an internal saturation of the inner control signal u f (denoted u f,k in this section, where k is current sample), with a given saturation level at ±u sat . The system H s cl is assumed not to have an internal saturation. Once the control signal saturates, i.e., when the system leaves its linear region, the linear internal model can no longer accurately describe the process. Further, the estimation of H f cl will be corrupted as a result of the saturation, since the input/output relation of the plant is no longer linear. This will lead to a false estimate of the system parameters and in turn unexpected behavior, in the worst case instability. This problem may be solved by implementing a nonlinear model and applying nonlinear estimation techniques, which will become intricate, especially if H f cl is implemented with anti-windup. Instead, a DRG is introduced to modify the input to the system, so that the system is never allowed to enter saturation. This approach makes linear modeling still feasible. The dynamics of antiwindup schemes possibly implemented in the closed-loop system can be disregarded, since the system is designed to never enter saturation.
Consider the control structure of H f cl as displayed in Fig. 1 , where the controller and process dynamics are given by the rational, discrete-time transfer functions
where
The objective of the DRG is to dynamically modify the reference input r f,k to H f cl , so that |u f,k | ≤ u sat , ∀k. Since y f,k is assumed to be measured and H f c (z) is known, this can be solved by simply calculating the current control signal u f,k and modifying the input to H f cl accordingly. However, since the mid-ranging controller is meant to control an existing closed-loop system, the output of H f cl may be delayed from the network connection between the controllers. Therefore, a model-based solution is proposed, that is independent of measurements of y f,k .
The modified input to the system is denoted w f,k , and the dynamic relation between w f,k and r f,k is given by
which is a first order low-pass filter with a time-varying parameter α k . When α k = 1, the filter does not affect the input and w f,k = r f,k holds true, and conversely when
Obviously, it is required that the inner process H f p (z) contains at least one integrator, in order for the system to be able to reach any desired set-point.
When |u f,k | ≤ u sat , ∀k, is satisfied, the control signal u f,k is given by
where e = a + d and f = max(d + b, a + c). In order to determine α k , the predicted control signal with unaltered reference is denoted byû f,k and defined aŝ
If |û f,k | ≤ u sat , there is no need to alter the input, and thus α k = 1. Otherwise, the desired control signal should be as large as possible, i.e., ±u sat . The desired control signal in the current time-step k is denoted u d f,k and defined as u d f,k = sgn(û f,k )u sat which together with (7) and (8) gives the expression for α k :
(10) It is clear from (9) that q ′ 0 = 0 must be fulfilled, i.e., that H f c (z) must have a direct feedthrough path, which can easily be satisfied by a proportional part in the controller.
Since the system H f cl (z) is likely to be time-varying, and the inner controller H f c (z) is fixed, the inner process H f p (z) must be estimated in order to adapt the DRG to the process changes. Since measurements of u f,k are not available, and it is only estimated based on time-invariant models, the process dynamics H f p (z) cannot be determined based on the estimations. However, under the assumption that |u f,k | ≤ u sat , ∀k, holds true, the inner process of the system can be expressed in terms of H f cl (z), which is already estimated to adapt the IMC controller, and H f c (z);
Since H f c (z) is known, past measured values of y f can be used to calculate the real values of past control signals, in order to improve the prediction of u f,k , reducing errors that occur because of process variation.
Before activating the AIMC controller, an initial estimation phase is performed, using a square wave as input to the systems, until the estimated models have reached the desired accuracy. During this phase, the requirement |u f,k | ≤ u sat , ∀k, is unlikely to be fulfilled by the DRG since its prediction model is being estimated. Therefore it is important to choose the excitation signal such that the system does not saturate during this phase.
The final control architecture for the mid-ranging adaptive internal model control with compensation for internal saturation is displayed in Fig. 4 . Analogously, it is to be noted that the proposed approach can be extended to systems where internal saturations appear in both H f cl and H s cl . In order to evaluate the proposed control scheme, a comparison to existing methods, such as the MVPC structure, is performed. Following the tuning rules given in [6] , the controllers C f and C s in Fig. 2 , are chosen as PI controllers, and designed using the same desired closed-loop system as for the proposed controller. Since H f cl contains an internal saturation, and the current control signal is not available, the PI controllers will undoubtedly suffer from integrator windup problems. However, assuming that the current control signal is available to the controller, a tracking anti-windup algorithm [7] can be implemented. Both controllers, with and without anti-windup, denoted MVPC and MVPC+AW, are evaluated in simulation and experiments.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed control scheme in Fig. 4 was implemented and tested in MATLAB Simulink, using u sat = 10 and the following systems:
where h is the sample time of the simulation, in this case h = 0.004 s. The desired complementary sensitivity functions are set to
which corresponds to preserving the bandwidths of the closed-loop systems. This choice is motivated by the assumption that the systems are well-controlled closed-loop systems, ideally having as high bandwidth as possible. An initial guess is provided to the estimators, and the systems are excited using a low amplitude square wave. In the first simulation, a ramped square wave with a superimposed low frequency sine wave is sent as relative position reference r r and the relative position y r is subject to a step position disturbance d. The result of the simulation is displayed in Fig. 5 . The ramped input is used to demonstrate the midranging effect of the micro manipulator system position y f , which is clearly visible from the bottom panel in Fig. 5 , where the green curve is kept close to its midpoint. Further, it can be concluded that H f cl never enters saturation, since the control signal u f , which is the unsaturated control signal, is kept within the saturation bounds. It is also noted that the position disturbance at 18 s is attenuated rapidly, similar to the response of the closed-loop system. This is expected since the disturbance d on y r can be seen as a disturbance on r r , thus exhibiting the same dynamics as the closed-loop system from r r to y r .
The second simulation focuses on testing the adaptivity of the control, i.e., its robustness to process variations. The simulation is performed using the same input signal as the first simulation but without the ramp, and also increasing the gain of the plant H subsequently decreasing the gain by 60 % at time 16 s. The result of the simulation is displayed in Fig. 6 . It is noted that the gain changes are only visible in the response of the relative position for one period of the square wave. Further, since the gain of H f p (z) increases, the system becomes faster and consequently lower control signal is needed to achieve the desired response. This leads to less time in saturation and a higher value of α k .
The simulation results for the MVPC controllers compared to the proposed controller are presented together with the experimental results in Section V, for cohesiveness.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup used to evaluate the proposed control scheme is designed to be a small scale version meant to emulate the setup described in [1] . The setup consists of an ABB IRB2400 robot with an S4CPlus controller, which acts as the macro manipulator, and an ABB IRB120 robot with an IRC5 controller, which corresponds to the micro manipulator with high bandwidth. Naturally, both robots have saturation limits on velocity, but for proof of concept, the micro manipulator is set to have an input saturation at ±80 mm/s, and the macro manipulator is assumed to be slow enough to not reach the velocity saturation limits. In addition to the position measurements provided by the robot joint resolvers, the IRB120 robot is equipped with a Heidenhain linear encoder of model ST3078 [18] , which measures the relative distance between the two robots end-effectors, with a working range of 26 mm at an accuracy of 2 µm. This measurement is essential in order to be able to compensate for arm-side position disturbances, that the motor-side robot joint resolvers are unable to measure. The IRB2400 robot is attached rigidly to the ground, while the IRB120 robot is attached to a base that can move in one direction, in order to introduce disturbances in the position, which frequently appear in the real milling setup.
The robots are interfaced using an open robot control extension of the conventional robot controller called ORCA [19] , running at 250 Hz. MATLAB Simulink models are translated to C-code using Real-Time Workshop and Experimental setup for performing mid-ranging control. The IRB120 robot (micro manipulator) holding the Heidenhain linear encoder is seen to the left, and the IRB2400 robot (macro manipulator) to the right. compiled in order to run them on the robot system. A picture of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7 .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Prior to performing experiments, dynamic models of the two robots, with Cartesian velocity reference as input and Cartesian position as output, were identified in one axis using the Prediction Error Method [17] . In order to provide excitation for the identification algorithm, a square wave was used as reference, which is converted to joint motor angle velocity references, using the inverse Jacobian of the robot. The resulting measured Cartesian position of the robot was calculated using forward kinematics, and used as system output. Both robots exhibit similar dynamics, and the control loops that form H f cl and H s cl , were closed using proportional controllers such that the micro manipulator system had five times higher bandwidth than the macro manipulator system. New models of the closed-loop systems were calculated, resulting in third-order models, which were used as initial guesses in the RLS estimators. The online estimation of the models was evaluated before initiating the full AIMC control structure, by sending square waves as position references to the two robots. The results of the estimation procedure is displayed in Fig. 8 , where the bandwidth difference of the two systems is clearly illustrated. The desired complementary sensitivity functions T f and T s were chosen as first-order systems with bandwidths matching H Fig. 9 . The dashed green line shows the desired response of the system, i.e., the response of T f (z).
limited measuring range, a ramp signal as input would leave that range quickly. Thus, the relative position of the robots was instead calculated from the motor-side position measurements of the robots, so that a ramp signal could be used as input. The obtained result is displayed in Fig. 9 . It is evident from the figure that the desired mid-ranging effect is achieved, as well as that the control signal u f is kept within the given boundaries. A zoomed view of a step response from Fig. 9 is displayed in Fig. 10 , where the desired response is also shown. It is noted that the response for the relative position y r is close to the desired response. There is however an initial discrepancy, which appears because of the fact that the fast system has an input saturation. As displayed in the lower panel of Fig. 10 , the upper boundary on the control signal u f has been reached, limiting the achievable bandwidth of the closed-loop system. It is to be noted that, given a perfect model of the system, the response of the system with and without the DRG for any input signal, would look the same. The control signal before the saturation, i.e., u f , would however, not be the same.
Additional experiments were performed in order to test how well the system handles position disturbances. For this purpose, the linear encoder was put into operation, replacing the resolver measurements for the relative position, so that disturbances in position can be measured and compensated for. The experiment was designed such that once the esti- mation phase finishes, the macro manipulator is controlled to move until the linear encoder is in the middle of its measurement range, which is set to be the zero position. The AIMC controller is then activated, with a square wave as reference signal, while simultaneously moving the base with the micro manipulator, in order to introduce position disturbances. As mentioned earlier, the linear encoder only has a measurement range of 26 mm, and thus the amplitude of the relative position reference r r was chosen to be 5 mm. Since a smaller amplitude of the reference results in lower control signal, the desired bandwidth of T f could be increased by a factor of 5. The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 11 . It is noted that under no disturbances, the system responds rapidly in a well-damped manner. When subject to continuous disturbances, the macro manipulator has to deviate further from its desired position, in order to cancel the disturbance. It does, however, eventually return to its midpoint. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed control scheme, the average Integrated Absolute Error (IAE) over several step responses was chosen to quantify the performance for the different controllers. The discrete-time approximation of the IAE is defined as
The MVPC controllers were tuned as described in Sec. II, using model-order reduced versions of the previously identified models of H Table I , where the IAE values have been normalized by the AIMC controller IAE value, in order to simplify comparison. The first setup was designed such that r r is small enough to fulfill |u f | ≤ u sat , whereas the following four setups were designed for the opposite. In the third setup, measurement noise was added in the simulation. Experiments to test the robustness to process variations were performed by attaching a weight to the micro manipulator while running the controller. Even though the weight was close to the maximum payload of the robot, however, no significant change in the process dynamics was observed. Instead, an artificial process variation was introduced by changing the gain of the input to H f cl . In a similar manner to the simulation studies, the gain was increased by 25 % and subsequently decreased by 30 %. The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 13 . It is evident from the figure that the performance is deteriorated once the process changes, but in approximately three periods of the input signal, the system adapted and the desired response was achieved. It is also noted that the DRG was effective in keeping the constraints, even though considerable model errors occur during the adaptation to the process change. 
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It was shown in simulations and verified through experiments that the proposed mid-ranging control structure for a macro and micro manipulator setup, performs satisfactory with a response close to the specification, while maintaining desired properties in the presence of internal saturations, process variations, and position disturbances. It is also noted that the obtained results from the simulations and experiments exhibit close correspondence. As shown in Table I , the performance using the proposed controller compared to the MVPC controllers in the case of time-invariant processes, is increased by as much as 56 %. In the cases where process variations are present, the proposed controller will naturally perform significantly better than the MVPC controllers, due to its adaptive properties. Furthermore, looking at the error between the system response and the desired response, the achieved IAE was up to a factor 16 lower than that of the MVPC controller, as is clearly displayed in Fig. 12 . The performance of the MVPC controller depends on whether it is possible to implement anti-windup schemes, but according to the original problem formulation in this paper, it would not be possible. The MVPC controller without anti-windup will naturally perform worse for high-amplitude steps and high-frequency references, since the controller will be saturated more frequently. It could be possible to implement a DRG for the MVPC control scheme, similar to the proposed control scheme, in order to estimate the control signal for the anti-windup scheme. Since the purpose was to compare the proposed control to previously established methods, this is not considered. Further, it is noted that the performance of the proposed control scheme is deteriorated when subject to substantial measurement noise, since it corrupts the estimation of the models. This can be improved by increasing the forgetting factor to a value closer to 1, but will consequently result in slower adaptation to process variations. The proposed controller does, however, still perform 38 %-47 % better than the compared controllers. When process variations were introduced, the system adapts quickly to the new parameters, and the effects of the change can only be seen for a few periods of the input signal. It is, however, noted that the experimental results exhibit slightly slower adaptation with more pronounced transients than in simulation. This is caused by the fact that noise is present in the experiments, and as discussed earlier, the forgetting factor should be set to a higher value in order to reduce noise sensitivity. Additionally, transients appear because of the increased complexity in estimating the parameters for a third-order model, as compared to the first-order models that are used in simulation. The adaptation of the system is dependent on the excitation of the input signal, with an input signal of high degree of excitation, the system will adapt faster. Conversely, if the input signal is of low excitation, the system will adapt slowly and the transient performance will be poor. The proposed adaptive DRG was proven to be effective, as seen in Figs. 6, 10, and 13, the control signal is kept within the constraints, even under significant process variations. Even if no variations in the process dynamics are present, the adaptivity of the controller is still beneficial. This was demonstrated in Fig. 8 , where it is noted that the identified models are improved throughout the estimation procedure, thus increasing the performance of the closedloop system.
